
(H)05VV5-F ((N)YSLYÖ-JZ) flexible, number coded, oil

resistant, meter marking

PropertiesCable structureTechnical data
Bare copper, fine wire stranded conductor
to DIN VDE 0295 cl. 5, BS 6360 cl. 5,
IEC 60228 cl. 5 and HD 383

Control cable, special PVC with oil resistant
outer jacket adapted to VDE 0281 part 13,
HD 21.13S1 and IEC 60227/75 deviation of
conductor cross sections.

PVC self-extinguishing and flame retardant
according to DIN VDE 0482 part 265-2-1/
EN 50265-2-1/ IEC 60332-1 (equivalent
DIN VDE 0472 part 804 test method B)Special PVC core insulation TI2 to

DIN VDE 0281 part 1 Oil resistant to DIN EN 60811-2-1Temperature range
flexing -5 °C to +70 °C
fixed installation -40 °C to +70 °C

Black cores with white figure imprint to
DIN VDE 0293

The materials used in manufacture are
cadmium-free and contain no silicone and

Green-yellow earth core in the outer layer
(3 cores and above)

Nominal voltage U0/U 300/500 V free from substances harmful to the
wetting properties of lacquersTest voltage 2000 V, 5 min

Cores stranded in layers with optimal
lay-length Note

Breakdown voltage min. 4000 V
Insulation resistance
min. 20 MOhm x km Special PVC outer jacket, TM5 to

DIN VDE 0281 part 1, HD 21.1.S4/A16
G = with green-yellow earth core;
x = without green-yellow earth core (OZ).Minimum bending radius

flexing 7,5x cable ø
fixed installation 4x cable ø

Colour grey (RAL 7001) AWG sizes are approximate equivalent
values. The actual cross-section is in mm².with meter marking, change-over in 2011

Radiation resistance
up to 80x106 cJ/kg (up to 80 Mrad)

screened analogue type:

Application
These cables are used for flexible use for medium mechanical stresses with free movement without tensile stress or forced movements in
dry, moist and wet rooms but not suitable for open air. These are designed as control and connecting cables to machines, tool machineries,
conveyor belts and production lines.
These cables are not effected to the chemical influences. Cables for moist and wet rooms, specially used for machines in breweries, bottling
plants and car washing stations.

= The product is conformed with the EC Low-Voltage Directive 2006/95/EG.

AWG-No.Weight
approx.
kg / km

Cop.
weight
kg / km

Outer Ø
approx. mm

No.cores x
cross-sec.
mm²

Part no. AWG-No.Weight
approx.
kg / km

Cop.
weight
kg / km

Outer Ø
approx. mm

No.cores x
cross-sec.
mm²

Part no.

12195,077,010,72 x 413133 6827,0461,018,83 G 1613153
61035,0614,020,94 G 161315412230,0115,011,33 G 413134

12295,0154,012,44 G 413135 61259,0768,023,45 G 1613155
61780,01075,028,57 G 161315612361,0192,013,95 G 413136

12466,0269,016,67 G 413138 41582,0960,026,34 G 2513159
12810,0461,020,812 G 413141 41852,01200,029,55 G 2513160
10280,0116,012,02 x 613142 21614,01008,026,53 G 3513161
10358,0173,012,93 G 613143 22110,01344,029,54 G 3513162
10424,0230,014,24 G 613144 22652,01680,032,85 G 3513163
10525,0288,015,95 G 613145 12560,01440,032,23 G 5013164
10625,0403,018,97 G 613146 12972,01920,036,14 G 5013165
8540,0288,016,33 G 1013148 13948,02400,040,35 G 5013166
8701,0384,018,14 G 1013149
8858,0480,020,35 G 1013150
81106,0672,024,37 G 1013151

Dimensions and specifications may be changed without prior notice. (RA01)
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